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PREFACE

The value of public school music has been greatly stressed by
leading educatorso

One of our foremost music educators, Lilla Belle

Pitts, describes the prominent place music holds in our schools
today in the following paragraph:
Music education in our elementary schools does not need
another summarization of accepted thought and practice.
Moreover, the time is past for justifying and defending
music as an essential factor in a comprehensive scheme of
education. Even a superficial survey of the status quo of
music in our schools would show that what is, is good.
So good, in fact, that music is being challenged to cut
across life and the everyday experiences of all people
as effectively as it already cuts across certain aspects
of education and the culture.l
There is agreement among educators that the elementary classroom teacher in many cases is unable to handle her'own music program.2
There is also agreement among educators that the classroom teacher
must be capable of handling her own music program, since the average
school system is usually limited to one elementary,specialist who has
insufficient time to devote to each child's individual growth.3
However, because of her lack of skill and/or confidence the classroom

l Pitts, Lilla Belle,
World, P• 3.

!J!2 Music Cugiculll!!! in

§;

Changing

2 Squire, Russel N., Introduction to Music Education, p. 98.
3 Krone, Beatrice Perham., Teaching ~ i!l the Elemen~
School, P• l.

2

teacher is often unwilling to teach her own music.4
It is to be hoped that this study will point up those areas
where improvement can be made in the guidance of the classroom
teacher of music in Central Washington College.

The writer hopes to

gain a greater personal understanding of public school music problems
which will be of value to her in her position as a music coordinatoro
The philosophy of this study will be that expressed most
clearly by the Music Educators National Conference Committee of
1950 in the booklet entitled Musi£ for Everyo~.5

More Music in Education.
More Education Through Music.
For
Our Children
Our Teachers
Our Schools
Our Nation

4 Brooks, B. Marion, and Brown, Harry A., Music Education
in the ElementaJ:'.:l School, p. ix.

5 Music Educators National Conference, ~ for Everyone,
1950.

CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
Music, too, is recognized as an integral part of life,
rather than merely an isolated experience. And it is not
merely an ornamental fringe upon the edge of life's garment
but a vital part of life itself. Beauty permeates the
Universe. It is the leaven that causes life to continue
to be a pulsating, throbbing, absorbing thing; not merely a
garnish that can be added or left off a capriccioo A
universe without beauty would be a dull, dreary, hopeless
Universe. It is music and the other arts that make life
interesting and bearable. So in dealing with music we must
not teach it in isolation, but as a part of the common
experience which is the life of humanity.l
Music has long held its high position as an instrument of
humanityo2

The value of music education in the public schools is

widely recognized by educational authorities today even though it
was the middle of the 19th Century and actually the beginning of
the 20th before it was accepted as a serious subject in the curriculumo3
From its beginning with Lowell Mason in 18384 and up to
within a few years ago public school music was a special subject and
required a special teacher.

However, today in many schools in the

1 Gehrekens, Karl (Wilson), Musi,£ in the Grade School, Po 146.
2 Mursell, James L., and Glenn, Mabelle, The Psychology of
School Music Teaching, p. 21.
3 Squire, .QE• cit., Po 4.
4 Ibid., p. 6.
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United States and in the state of Washington, classroom teachers are
being encouraged to conduct classes which were once directed only by
music specialists.
As progress was made in education, less attention was given to
special subjects and more emphasis was placed on integration or the
relation of one subject to another in the curriculumo5

It was felt

that the combining or overlapping of subjects increased interest and
learning for studentso6

The specialist who conducted the special

subjects became a supervisor or guidance person rather than a teacher
and there was less strict adherence to time schedules for subjects.7
The new educational idea centered around the child and his experiences
and it was necessary for the regular classroom teacher to be capable
of handling the entire school curriculum for her grade, including the
teaching of the arts.8
With this new educational idea in progress it became necessary
for the colleges to make additions to their educational courses for
preparation of the classroom teacher who was to handle all the subjects
in her particular grade.9

5 Brooks, B. Marion, and Brown, Harry A.,

.QQ•

ct~.• , Po 2530

6 Loco cit.
7 Mursell, James Lo, Music and the Cl~!QQI!! Teacher, p. vi.
8 Faltz, Donald G., 11 In the Brief Time Allotted," FlQ}:!cational
Music Magazine, 33:31, March-April, 1950.
9

1.2£. cit.
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With the situation of the classroom teacher taking over music
classes crune many doubts and fears that music would be taught by
incompetent personnel and that within a few years the cause of music
would be lost and students would suffer a lack of musical knowledgeo
Today this controversy continues between educators over the problem
of the efficiency of the classroom teacher of music as compared with
the special teacher of music.10
Many colleges now offer preparation in the field of public
school music for the classroom teacher while others debate or ignore
the importance of such preparation in the curriculum.

The following

paragraphs state the irregularity of college music requirements very
clearly:
Teacher training instructors carried on surveys to discover
just what the various practices were in the different institutions in the field of music. The findings were as varied as
the number of institutions. The hour requirement varied from
none to from seven to ten. Some institutions allowed all sorts
of substitutions, and some were very lax in the requirement
that all grade teachers take any music at all.
From the above seeming hodge-podge of practice, some instructors felt that at least a course that would be as practical and
usable as possible should be offered. This was especially the
conclusion of those instructors who had had previous experience
in the suoervision of classroom teachers in an actual school
situation:ll
It is interesting to compare these requirements mentioned
previously with those listed by the Husic Educators National

10 Squire, .QQ• cit., P• 98.
11 Faltz, loc. cit.
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Conference requirements of 1951, contained in a bulletin entitled,
Music Developments of the Classroom Teachsir.12
Recommended Program:
The Music Education Research Council of the Music Educators
National Conference recommends the following program as basic for
students preparing to teach in elementary schools:
Required Courses:
1.

Orientation--Freshman Yearo A course designed to
acquaint the student with the relationship of music
to human culture, to provide opportunities for active
and significant experiences in music and the fine
arts, to further understanding and knowledge, to
develop individual integrity in judgment as a result
of discussion, analysis, and observationo

2.

Elementary School Music--Junior Year. (Prerequisite:
a functional ability in voice and piano) Experiences
in the music activities of the elementary school:
developing the child's voice, the pl.ace of unison and
part singing in the music program, sensing music
through rhythmic movement, the approach to an understanding of the musical score, the use of rhythmic,
melodic and harmonic instruments in the classroom,
the unfolding of creative abilities, listening to
music, active participation, observation and discussion
to discover how music may be most effectively used by
the teacher in realizing the over-all aims of the
modern school.

3. Classroom Teaching--Senior Year.

In his practical
teaching experience the student should be expected to
participate in music activities of the elementary
school to the same degree that is expected of any other
elementary school subject.

12 Music Educators National Conference, Music ~velomgent of
the Classroom Teach~, p. 13.

Library
Central \V8shinrt,,n

Cone~

of FJuc:•ticn

Ellensburg, Wasliington
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SupRJ:.ementa,;r:y: Courses--Sophomore Year
These courses are designed for those who, upon examination,
do not possess sufficient performing ability to meet minimum needs
in those areas most commonly used in classroom teaching. They
should precede the course in elementary school music offered during
the Junior year.
1.

Class Piano Instruction (no fee). Emphasis upon
the acquirement of a functional ability at the piano;
reading of melodies, use of primary chords in simple
harmonization, and musical performance of material of
elementary grade.

2.

Class Voice Instruction (no fee). Emphasis upon the
acquirement of a pleasing singing voice, and the musical
interpretation of song literature for children.

In speech, literature, art and physical education, close and
significant relationships exist with music.
Elective Courses
Within the restrictions imposed by the college authorities,
ample opportunity should be provided for the student to
elect and to explore courses which satisfy specific interests
and talents. In this group may be listed music appreciation,
theory and fundamentals of music, song literature for children,
choral and instrumental ensembles, class and individual lessons
on instruments and in voice, rhythmic activities, folk dancing
and the like. Of particular interest is the tendency upon
the part of a number of colleges to establish choral groups,
especially designed for those preparing for classroom teaching,
in which any student may participate. Another development
worthy of note is the growing concern for providing greater
opportunities for students of special abilities in small
ensembles.1.3

13 Music Educators National Conference, Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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In the State of Washington, classroom teachers are rapidly
being expected to teach their own music classes in the elementary
school.14

It is believed that music will be of greater benefit to

children if used by the classroom teacher throughout the school day
rather than taken a few minutes per week with the music specialist.15
In this situation of the music program being handled by the
classroom teacher one music supervisor or consultant is able to offer
aid to several schools in one district.16
Strayer says of music in the elementary school:
Here, again, is an activity which should be encouraged, not
only for the enrichment it provides at the present, but to
make living more meaningful in the years aheado Greater budgets
for music should be encouraged. This subject develops abilities
in the individual which no other subject can develop.17
The music program in the elementary school as conducted by the
classroom teacher is still in its infancy in the State of Washingtono
It is the writer's intent to examine the replies of a number of classroom
teachers from one particular teachers• college to determine their background of training and their success in the field.

It is hoped that

the study will point up places in the preparatory program of the teacher

14 Strayer, George D., Pu-olic Education in Washington, p. 21+7.
l5 Mursell, .QD,.~., Po 35.

16 Strayer, loc. cit.
17 Loe. cit.
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where improvement can be made in the curriculum of the college.
In order to clarify the text of this study several terms which
will be used frequently throughout the reading are defined as follows:

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN STUDY:
1.

Classroom music teacher: The regular teacher of any
specific grade level who is expected to handle her
classroom music along with other subject matter of
her gradeo This teacher often may be a music major
or minor but in this study she will be just the
average teacher with no more college training in
music than is required for a B. A. in Education or her
total number of music hours must be less than those
required for a minor in music. Although men teachers
in the elementary schools are becoming more popular,
since the majority of positions are at present held
by women teachers the classroom music teacher will be
referred to throughout the study as 11 her 11 and 11 she. 11

2.

classroom: In this study the selfcontained classroom will be known as the classroom
where all subject matter including the arts is conducted by the classroom teacher. Help in organization
of subjects and procedures and methods are usually
received from a district supervisor for each field.
~-contained

3. Special Music Teacher:

The special music teacher will

be considered the teacher who conducts all the music

classes in the elementary school on all grade levelso
She does not usually aid the classroom teacher as a
supervisor, but rather goes into the classrooms and
conducts the music class herself once or twice a week
depending of course on the size of the school system
she directs.

4. Music Supervisor: The music supervisor will be
considered in this study as the person who organizes,
directs, and aids the classroom teacher in the administration and organization of her music program in the
self-contained classroom. Often she is known as
coordination and research person for the music program.

10
5. Music Requirement: A music requirement for a general
education student is a course in music which is
required of all elementary teachers for a B. A. in
Education.
RELATED RESEARCH
A careful examination of lists of graduate theses published
in the last eighteen years shows that little research has been done
in the United States in the field of public school music as taught
by the classroom teacher graduates of a specific collegeo

As for

Washington State and Central Washington College in particular only
one thesis showed relative materials which might be pertinent to
this study.
Ivan A. Hill, 1950, completed a study entitled,

ACritical

Analysis of the Training of the Homeroom Music Teacher.18

According

to Hill this study was made for the purpose of defining and analyzing
the problems faced by educators concerning the teaching of homeroom
music.

This study attempted to show the conditions of the haneroom

music situation in relation to the qualifications of the teachers as
they themselves and their principals, evaluated their training,
experience and equipment and their suggestions for lliprovement.
This investigation covered only the State of Washington as of
the year 1948-1949 and included 209 schools with over twenty pupils
eacho
18 Hill, Ivan A., A Critical Analysis gf the Training of the
Homeroom Music Teacher. Central Washington College, 1950.
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Hill stated the results of the study as follows:
From a total of two hundred nine principals contacted, one
hundred forty-two responded, making a total of sixty-eight
per cent compared with seventy per cent for the first ten
principals contacted. (These ten were included in trial test.)
One hundred six schools reported that regular homeroom
teachers were teaching music in their rooms without a music
major or minor degree. Forty-one per cent of the principals
reported that, in their opinion, the teachers were adequately
trained to teach classroom musico Twenty-seven per cent of
the principals reported that the homeroom music teachers were
not adequately trained. Twenty-one per cent marked nQ comment
and eleven per cent failed to mark any choice.19
A total of three hundred ninety-six haneroom teachers were
found by Hill to be teaching music in the elementary schools without
a major or minor degreeo

Each of these qualified persons was sent

a study questionnaire and Hill received a return of 38 per cent or a
reply from one hundred fifty teachers.20
In concluding the study Hill questioned whether teachers who
are not adequately trained would be able to accomplish the successful
teaching of music.

This question seems valid since this study showed

that 38 per cent of the homeroom teachers examined had five or less
hours of college training.

In answer to this question Hill concluded:

It is recognized that college training is not the only
yardstick by which to measure the success of a teacher. If
music is recognized as a necessary subject which should be
taught in the elementary schools, why, then, should not the

19 Hill, Ivan A., 2£• cit., P• 42.
20 Ibid., p. 27.
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student be required to meet certain standards before he can
be permitted to teach music in the elementary schools: This
30 per cent corresponds closely to the 28 per cent of the
teachers who were called "not adequately trained" by the
adminis~lators, many of the same teachers could be in both
groups.
When one hundred forty-one teachers were asked the question,
11

Do you feel adequately prepared in light of the courses listed above,

to teach your own classes," 52 per cent answered 11 yes, 11 29 per cent
answered

11

no," and 8 per cent answered "questionable."

This means that

barely one-half of the teachers believed that they were qualified.22

21 Hill, Ivan Ao, 212• cit., P• 43.
22 Ibid., p. 4 5.

CHAPTER II
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The problem, A Study of Music in the Elementary: School As
Taught :Qy Graduates of Central Washington
Major~

Mi~, Year~

and

Colle~,

Who Are Non-!1usic

1249-1953, was chosen as a valid one for

examination since the writer feels that there is a definite need for
a better understanding of the public school music program as directed
by the elementary classroom music teacher.

Perhaps this problem can

be best understood through the writing of one educator who has the
responsibility of assisting classroom teachers in preparation for this
field work.

Russell Ross, Assistant Professor of Music at Central

Washington College, has recently written the following statements on
the classroom music program:
The effective teaching of music in the elementary grades
of the public schoolS. has become a serious problemo It has
become so because of two factors:
1.

A tremendous increase in the birth-rate since the
second World War has caused an unprecedented upsurge
in elementary school enro1J.ments.

2.

School boards have been unwilling or unable to increase
their elementary music staffs to provide enough music
specialists to supply these children 1 s needs for music
in their own room.

One possible solution lies in the classroom teacher teaching
her own music. Besides the obvious relief this would afford
the overworked grade music specialist, there is a secondary
advantage in that the classroom teacher has an opportunity for
integration of subject matter in her teaching which is impossible

for the music specialist. Unfortunately, many of these
teachers have had little or no experience with music or music
teaching and the seeming ccmplexity of guiding music activities
arouses in them a fearful, negative attitude toward any
proposal having to do with their teaching the subject. Such
training as may be available to them in teacher-training
institutions is often inadequate to help them meet this problem
with confidence and skillo Workshops and in-service training
programs often fail for want of cooperation on the part of the
teacher wfo needs the help the most, that is, the umnusical
teachers.
This study is limited to only one state and only one teacher
training institution but a study of the field of school music shows
that other states and other colleges have similar needs and problems.2
Central Washington College is considered by educational
authorities to be among the leading teachers• colleges in the state
of Washington.

It offers the standard undergraduate and graduate

courses that are prescribed by the State curriculum committees.
It is the purpose of the study to determine the success of
Central Washington College elementary graduates in just one of the
many courses offered in the college, the field of music.

Elementary

school teacher graduates are required to take one quarter (5 credits)
only of music as sufficient requirement towards a Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Education and a Standard General Certificate.3

Yet many of

the graduates are expected to teach their own music in the. public
school classroom.
1 Ross, G. Russell, The Classroo!!); Teacher ~
Term paper, Chicago Musical College, 1953, po 1.

@:

Teacher of Music,

2 Music Educators National Conference, Research Studie~ in Music
Education, 1932-1948 •

.3 Central Washington College, Gen§!!al Catalog, 1953-54, p. 50.
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With the trend of the self-contained classroom situation
the teacher is required to handle every subject in her grade level
with only the possible help of a district supervisor.4
Music and art more than any other subjects have been known
to aid humanity5 and yet of all courses in teacher preparation they
receive the least attention in the required course for a Bachelor of
Arts Degree in Education and a Standard General Certificate with the
exception of speech and home economics.

To stress this

~oint

further

the college requirements in other courses as compared to music are
listed by the Central Washington College Catalogue as follows:6
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GENERAL CERTIFICATION

General and Professional Education
Sub,jec~

Art
English
Health-Po E.
Home Economics
Social Science-History
Music
Science
Speech
Psychology
Education

4 Faltz; lac. cit.
5 Pitts,

QQo

cit., P• 4.

6 Central Washington College, loc. cit.

Credits
2

14
9
3

13
5
10
2

14
31
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It is also necessary for the reader to beccme acquainted with
three music courses which will be discussed throughout this thesiso
Only one of these courses is required to graduate from Central Washington College but all three of these subjects have separate and
distinct values in the school 1 s curriculum.
Music 1 -- Fundamentals of Music: Required of music majors
and minors. Provides basic instruction in all phases of eartraining and sight-singing. To include melodic and harmonic
dictation, intervals, notation, key signatures, and scales.
Five credits.
Music 2 -- Fundamentals of Music: This course is for nonmaj ors and non-minors who are preparing to teach in the
elementary and intermediate grades. Instruction is given
through practical experience with the basic music series to
assist the classroom teacher in teaching his own music. Five
credits.
Music 3 -- Introduction to Music: A music appreciation
course for non-music majors and minors in the Junior-Senior
High curriculum and in the college of arts and sciences.
Important works of the great composers of all periods are
studied, with special emphasis on fundamental musical concepts
(rhythm, melody, harmony, form) as aids in intelligent and
appreciative listening. Recordings are used extensively both
in and out of class. Five credits.7
One who sets out to study or solve a problem must examine
carefully all materials and instruments available for the most
efficient management of such a problem.
In order to make an accurate study of the classroom teacher,
her musical background, before and during college and her efficiency
as a classroom music teacher in the field, there are several sources

7 Ibid., P• 157.
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which must be drawn upon for inform.ationo

The primary sources

used in this investigation will be the classroom teacher herself,
the college of training, the individual music classes required in
college, and the supervisor of music in her particular schoolo

Special

emphasis will be placed on information gained from the individual classroom teacher.
In order to make this study as up to date as possible graduates
from Central Washington in the last four years were to be considered
for investigation.

It was generally felt that music majors and minors

could conduct music efficiently in their respective elementary classrooms because of their adequacy of training.

Therefore, music majors

and minors were to be excluded frcm this study and only non-music
majors and minors to be considered for investigation.
Only teachers from kindergarten through the sixth grade were to
be included in the study because the self-contained classroom plan is
usually used only on these grade levels.

Special teachers in most

cases are employed for junior high and high school work.
The only records on form.er students of Central Washington College
which were complete enough to give pertinent information to this study
were found in the Office of Student Personnel and Placement at Central
Washington College.

The writer examined graduate records, placement

files and subject files on every graduate student of Central College
from the year 1949 through the year 1953 to determine persons who
could qualify for inclusion in this study.

18

It was found that 194 students could qualify for the investigation as far as having a B. A. in Education, were non-music majors
and minors and were teaching at present on grade levels of kindergarten
through sbcth grade.
The next step in the study was that of determining how to contact
those qualified teachers for the study.

Two methods of contact were

possible, the first one involved personal contact of the writer with
each person to be questioned; the second was that of questioning by
mail.
Since the former methods involved personal contact it would be
variable and slightly prejudiced because of any influence intentional
or unintentional which might be exerted by the examiner.

Also the

high economical expenditure involved did not make this plan as feasible
as that of contact by mail questionnaire.
Since the questionnaire by mail method was chosen it became
necessary to secure the grade teacher's present teaching address and
the name and address of her principal and school.

Each qualified

graduate was checked in the 1953-54 Washington State Directory$ to
secure the above information.
It was found that these 194 teachers to be included in the study
were teaching under the direction of 127 principalso

8 Wanamaker, Pearl A., Washington State Directory, 1953-54.
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With the selection of the specific problem to be studied and
the method of study to be followed the next step to take into consideration was the writing of the questionnaire itself.
It was necessary to construct a questionnaire which would obtain
all necessary information needed in the accurate study of music as
taught by Central graduates in the elementary school.

The question-

naire had to be clearly and concisely written, time conservative and
worthwhile for the teachers to answer.

It had to be organized so that

the complete musical history of the person questioned might be accurately
determined and valid conclusions might be drawn from the results as
to the teacher's work in the field of classroom music.9
In view of the above requirements a questionnaire was constructed
by the writer with the competent help of her adviser, which would

include the necessary requirements of an adequate questionnaire.
The questionnaire was organized into seven main headings as
follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

v.

Background of Music Training Before Entering College
at Central Washington College of Education
Music Experience at Central Washington College
Extent the Areas of Study Presented in Music Classes
Have Helped in Planning or Presenting Music Activities
Use of Music in the Classroom
Music Experience Since Leaving Central College

9 Good, Carter, Barr, A.

s.,

and Scates, Douglas, The Methodology

.Qf Educational Research, pp. 286-376.
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VI.
VII.

Further Music Training Which Would Be Advantageous
Room Equipment Useful for More Effective Music Teaching

In order to check the adequacy of question organization and to
determine the approximate time needed to answer the questionnaire a
trial test was given.

With the help of seven elementary teachers

from the Roosevelt Grade School at Granger, Washington, under the
direction of Principal Henry Westergaard the questionnaire was put to
test.

Each of these teachers had a classroom situation with the

music program taught for the most part by the teacher herself.
but three teachers had taken Busic 2 at Central.

All

Of the three who

did not take Music 2 at Central one had taken the same course at
Denver College, one had ta.1.cen no music, and one had taken Music 1
in place of Music 2.
A few minor questionnaire changes were found necessary during
the trial test and corrections were made on the revised questionnaire.
The median time limit for answering the questionnaire was twelve
minutes, a feasible limit to ask classroom teachers to take off
from their regular duties.
After the trial corrections it was felt that the revised
questionnaire would be sufficiently comprehensive and economical in
time limit to be used for the large main study.
The next step in the study was the contacting of the principal
of each school to ask for approval in working with the teachers on this
study.

This contact was accomplished by sending a mimeographed letter

21
to the principal explaining the study and what teacher help was needed
for its success.

A typed postal card was sent with the letter for

convenience in replying.

The card required only the signature of the

principal and the name of the school.

Duplicate copies of both letter

and card may be seen in the appendix on pages 67 and 68.
This method of principal contact prepared the school system for
the questionnaire which was to follow and gave the principal a chance
to see the study as a possible aid t:o his scho.ol.
seven principals were contacted.

One hundred twenty-

One hundred one or 79052 per cent

returns were received.
These principals had charge of 163 teachers; thirty-one teachers
were excluded from the investigation because of the failure of twentysix principals to answer the questionnaireo

Many principals showed

their interest in the study by asking to have results of the investigation or by making favorable comment on the project as being a possible
help to their schoolso
Each principal 1 s return card was checked on the master copy of
11

sends 11 and "returns" and those asking for the results of the study

were listed.
With the receipt of the principal 1 s card of approval for the
study to include his school, all qualified teachers under this principal
were sent a letter explaining the purpose of the questionnaire, the
questionnaire itself and a return envelope stamped and self-addressed
to the writero

A copy of these materials appears in the appendix

I.ibrary

Central \Vashin~ton Col1ege
of EJ. ucatic:n
~Uensburg, Washingtoll
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on pages 69 to 77.

One hundred sixty-three teacher questionnaires were

sent out in this order.

As these questionnaires were returned each was

checked on a general master list similar to that used for the principals'
returns.
Since the teachers were not required to sign their names on this
questionnaire each copy was numbered in the upper left hand corner of
the second page and as returns were received the corresponding number
on the master copy was checked.

This number showed the name of the

sender and the school from which the reply came.

One hundred eleven

teacher questionnaires were returned out of the 163 which were sent,
making a 68.09 per cent return.

However, of this 68.09 per cent

two returns were sent by music majors and four returns were sent from
music minors which were not designated as such in the files used for
this research.

The final tabulation of the questionnaires excluded

answers written by these six people.
Since a valid number of answers were received from both principals
and teachers no attempt was made to contact those persons who failed
to reply.

It was felt that first answers were more valid since the

reply was made voluntarily by the teacher.

Often insistence of reply

can have a damaging effect on the cause.
SUPERVISOR QUEST I ONNAIR~

Complementary to the teacher survey a questionnaire survey was
made of thirty-five Washington Music Supervisors to determine their
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views concerning the elementary classroom music program as conducted
by the classroom teacher.

The writer believed that the opinion of

the supervisor would directly affect the attitudes and efficiency of
the classroom music teacher in any particular district conducting
such a program.

Since there have been varied feelings as to the

importance of the self-contained classroom music program the following
questions were asked:
1.

Do you feel it is necessary for the classroom
teacher to teach her own music? Why?·

2.

Do you feel that most classroom teachers can
teach music efficiently? Comment.

3. What do you believe are the ten most important
musical assets or qualifications which a classroom teacher must possess to teach an effective
music program?
Letters of explanation and an attached questionnaire were sent
to thirty-five supervisors with return envelopes included for convenience in replyingo

Questionnaires were sent only to those super-

visors who were designated by the Washington State DirectorylO as being
elementary directors or supervisors or were listed as Head Supervisors
or Directors of Music in general.
Each of the questionnaires sent was numbered in the upper left
hand corner so returns might be more accurately determined.

A check

of returns similar to that of the principals' and teachers' master

10 Wanamaker,

.QI2.

cit • ,
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listing was used in tabulating returns.
Of the thirty-five questionnaires sent, returns were received
from twenty-one or 60 per cent of the supervisors.

The questionnaire

compilations will be included in the following chapters.

PERSONAL VISITATIONS
Since Music 2 is the basic requirement and often the only music
course elementary education majors study while in college it seems to
the writer that a great deal of the teacherts .future use of music in
the classroom would depend on the musical knowledge gained in this
class.
The writer felt that it was important to gain first hand
information concerning this course which should have such a great
influence on the field of public school music as taught by the classroom teacher.

Here was the foundation course upon which all the

graduates of Central Washington College would build their classroom
music programs.
In order to study this course more thoroughly the writer made
frequent observations of two Music 2 classes during a period of one
quarter.

F,,ach music class was conducted by a different instructor.

In the general catalogue of Central Washington College,11 Music 2 is
defined as

11 Central Washington College, loc. cit.
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A course for non-majors and non-minors who are preparing
to teach in the elementary and intermediate grades. Instruction is given through practical experience with the basic
music series to assist the classroom teacher in teaching his
own music. Five Credits.
It is interesting to note that the two classes observed were
taught with somewhat different goals in mind.

One teacher believed

that students should learn music through learning to teach it or
according to how it might apply in the classroom of the elementary
teacher.

Here fundamentals were learned through personal experience

in many fields of music such as instruments playing (flute-phones,
piano, rhythm instruments, etc.), teaching of songs and rhythms, and in
general presentation of music materials to class members through
individual teaching experience.
The other class in Music 2 stressed the importance of learning
fundamentals of music as an end in themselves by experiencing singing,
record listening, and piano playing.

This teacher emphasized the

importance of studying further classes in music to gain knowledge
in the methods and materials for teaching elementary music.
Both classes had their merit and it is hard to judge accurately
which class might have had the greatest carry-over of experience for
the classroom teacher in the field.

However, it was felt by the writer

that since most students take only one music course in college, unless they
major or minor in the subject, it is necessary to emphasize methods and
procedures of teaching music as well as the learning of basic fundamentals in Music 2 classes.

Teachers have a tendency to teach as they
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have been instructed; therefore, the importance of an all-inclusive
program of music in the classes of Music 2 seemed advisable.
It was the writer's intent to make personal visitations to
classroom music situations in the field as frequently as possible
to increase personal understanding of public school music problems.
In preparation for this study a survey was made of all
available music periodicals published for the period of four years
which concerned the classroom teacher of music.

A review was also

made of all music education literature which was available in the
Central Washington College library on music education.

CHAPTER III

TABLES OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Of the 163 teachers who were contacted with questionnaires
the returns netted 68.09 per cent or 111 returns.

Of these returns

six questionnaires are not totaled in the following evaluations
because the replying teachers were music majors or minors.
105 or 64.41 per cent will be included in tabulations.

Only

The

following tables indicate the information derived from the questionnaires.
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TEACHER QUE.STIONNAIRE RESULTS

I. What Background of Music Training Did You Have Before Entering
Central Washington College?
TABLE I

TRAINING BEFORE ENTERING COLLEGE
Training

Cases (Out of 105)
--~------------------------------·~---Y~e_s~
No
No Answer
A.

B.

Co

Do

E.

F.
Go

H.

Learned to read music in the
grade school?

51

54

Had most of my grade music
experience from the music
specialist?

36

65

4

Had most of my grade music
experience from a classroom
teacher?

57

44

4

Sang in the high school chorus
or other vocal groups while in
high school?

40

65

Had the ability to sing
ae-0urately and match pitches
after high school?

45

56

4

Played in the high school
orchestra or band?

26

77

2

Took private lessons on the
piano?

42

60

3

Had music experience other than
mentioned above?

34

19

5
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TABLE II

OTHER SPECIFIC EXPERIENCES
EeE,erience

Cases

Lessons:
Violin
Voice
Piano Acc.
Saxaphone
Trumpet
Clarinet
Drum
Harmonica
Mandolin
Organ
Spanish Guitar

1
1
1
1
1
1

Participation (Group):
Church Choir
Camp Singing Groups
Dance Band
School Band
Uo S. Army Band

1
1
1
1
1

9
6
4
2

2

3

Course:
Sightreading Course

1

Others:
Extensive Listening
(Records and Radio)
Concerts

1

30

II. Music Experience at Central Washington College
A. Did you take Music 2, Fundamentals of Music, which is
required of all elementary teachers now graduating from
Central College:
Yes

No

71

34

B.

If you took Music 2, Fundamentals of Music, what was
your instructor's name? (This question for information
of music faculty only.)

C.

What other music courses did you take at Central?
TABLE III
orHER MUSIC COURSES TAKEN AT CENTRAL

Course
Music 3
Music 103
Music 152
Band
Choir

No, Cases_

Course

No. Cases

Music 151
Piano {Applied)
Music Workshop
Organ
Theory in Rhythms
Violin (Applied)

36
8

6
3
3

2
2

1
1
1
1

TABLE IV
COURSES TAKEN AS SUBSTI'I'UTES FOR MUSIC 2

~C~ou=r~s_e_s__..S~u=b~s~t=i~tu~t~e~d~~--~C~a=s~e~s--~-~~~Courses

Music 3
No Substitute
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3

Music
Band

Substituted

Cases
1
1

Twenty-six persons were allowed to substitute Music 3 for Music 2 and
one person was allowed to substitute Music 1 for Music 2. One person
took only band and three people took no music at allo
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D.

Did your student teaching experience include any necessity
for you to teach music?
Yes

E.

22

No Answer __l__

82

Are you a music major or minor?
Neither

III.

No

105

Major

_L

Minor _!:t.._

Indicate to what extent the following areas of study presented
in music classes have helped you in planning or presenting
music activities.
TABLE V

EXTENT OF HELP IN AREAS OF MUSIC PRESENTED IN
COLLEGE MUSIC COURSES AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE
Area of S tudz

A.

B.
Co

D.

E.

Of much

he~12

Of some hel12

Of no ,hel12

Knowledge of music theory
(scales, intervals, keys,
harmony, rhythm)

20

34

23

Knowledge of elementary
music methods

17

35

20

Knowledge of elementary
school music materials

21

36

19

Acquaintance with songs
suitable for the elementary
school

32

23

21

Practice in singing songs

30

30

17

from records (Record songs)

13

34

27

Practice in learning songs
from teachers' singing
(Rote Songs)

15

32

26

Practice in sightreading
songs. (Reading Song)

18

23

27

7

28

29

F. Practice in learning songs
G.

H.
I.

Developing ability to lead
miscellaneous group singing
(Community Song)

32

TABLE V (Continued)
Area of Study

J.

Of much

Knowledge and experience
in making original words
and tunes.

hel~

Of some help

Of no help

3

13

50

Developing ability to
conduct listening experiences
and ear-training activities

20

33

19

Knowledge and experience
in free physical response to
music

14

32

25

M.

Knowledge and experience in
musical games and dances

28

27

20

No

Developing ability to play
the piano

19

30

21

Ability to play the simple
melody instruments (song
flute and tonette)

6

21

33

16

28

23

Ko

L.

o.
Po

Knowledge and experience in
the use of rhythm instruments

Q.

Knowledge and experience in
making rhythm instruments

7

29

28

Ro

Actual practice in presentation
17
of lessons to class members

21

26

s.

Observation of music teaching
in the Elementary School

32

20

T.

Other techniques which have
been of help to you (Specify)
lo

2.

25

Student Teaching
(Actual Practice)
in presentations

2

Observations

1

33
TABLE V (Continued)
Area of Stud

.3.

Of much help

Use of autoharp

Of some help

Of no help

l

4. Choosing and playing

records for specific
grade levels

1

5. Learning stories of

6.

7.

IV.

music for music
appreciation

1

Use of student
perform.ers--study
technique

1

Outside study on my oVJn l

Use of Music in the Classroom

A.

Do you teach your own music in your classroom?
Yes

57

No

IJ3.

B. Do you teach music classes other than your own homeroom?
Yes _...§.__

c.

97

Does anyone help you plan your music program or give you
aid in teaching music?
Yes

D.

No

59

No

.36

If you have aid in teaching check: the following source
or sources of help listed below:
1.

District music supervisor

2.

Special music teacher for your school --2§.

3.

Other teachers in your system __]£

4.

Others:

(list)

~·~28
___~

Student teachers

--1
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Out of the seventy-one cases who took Music 2, forty-seven teach
their own music classes and twenty-four do not. Out of persons that
took Music 3, six teach their own music classes while thirty persons
do not. The two persons who took Band and Music 1 do not teach and
of the three persons who had no music two are teaching and one is not.
It is important to know although 46 per cent of the returns
answered 11 no 11 to the question "Do you Teach Your Own Music?" it was
found by compilation of the other questions answered that they were
using music in correlation with other classwork and many were conducting
various phases of music in the classroom. Because of this the questioner
feels justified in using these answers in making out the percentages of
the whole.
Supplement information to Question IV.

TABLE VI
WHAT HELP DO CLASSROCM TEACF..ERS HAVE
IF THEY TEACH THEIR OWN MUSIC

Source of Help
District music supervisor
Special music teacher
Other teachers
Others
No help

Cases
126

23

6
6
13

35
TABLE VII

WHAT HELP DO CLASSROOM TEACHERS HAVE
IF THEY DON'T TEACH THEIR ONN MUSIC
Souree of HelQ

·~~~~~-:::C~a~

District Music Supervisor
Special Supervisor
Other Teachers
Others
No Music

3
32
6
3
8
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

E.

What musical activities do you teach in your classroom:
TABLE VIII
MUSICAL ACTIVITIES TAUGHT IN CLASSROQv1

I.

Singing activities taught
A.
B.
Co
D.

E.

Cases (Out of 105)

Songs from records (Record Songs)
Songs from your own singing (Rote)
Teach-tone matching exercises for
non-singers
Sight-singihg songs (Note or Reading)
lo Through musical symbols (Do, Re, Mi)
2o Through Numbers (1, 2, 3)
3o Through letter names of notes(C, D, E)
Correlation of simple melody instruments
1. Instruments used:
Piano
Rhythm Instruments
(sticks, drums, etc.)
Tune bells
Auto harp
Song Flute
Tone Blocks
Xylophone
Harmonica
Accordion
Trumpet

64
57
23
33
15

9
7
40
14

9
5
3
2
2
1
1
l
l
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'l'ABLE IX

RHYTHM ACTIVITIES
II,

Rhythm Activities _________________c_a:.;;.s-.e"""s_ __
A.

Free physical response to music through
individual interpretation
B. Dramatization of Music
c. Use of basic rhythm patterns such as
walking, running, skipping, etc.
D. Correlation of rhythm instruments with
singing program
E. Playing of rhythm instruments
F. Working with rhythm band

40

23
54
24

29
16

TABLE X
LISTENING AND APPRECIATION ACTIVITIES
III.

Liskning and a1mreciation activities'"--- _____.;:;;,.Ca;:;:.ses
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Through records as a means of learning
words and music to a new song (Rote)
Through free creative response
Through relaxation to music
Through the use of visiting artists
and/or local talent as a means of
appreciation
Through the use of visual aids materials
(slides and films)
Through singing
Through playing melody instruments
Through rhythms
Others: listed: Standard Broadcast

52
33

58

14
12

66
8
42
2

37

TABLE XI
OTHER ACTIVITIES

~Others

A.

Cases

Study the rudiments of music
(music structure and basic)
fundamentals
1.
2.

3.

Through singing and rhythms
Through original composition
Through playing of instruments

36

4
12

B.

Through the playing of the autoharp

7

c.

Through the making of original rhythm instruments

6

D.

Teach the fundamental techniques of piano playing
or give a general knowledge of the keyboard
structure

1

F. Do you correlate music with other subjects taught in the classroom?
Yes
G.

73

No

17

What subjects have you found offer the best correlation with ~usic?

TABLE nr
CORRELATION SUBJECTS
Subjects for Correlation
Social studies

P. E.
Art
Health
English
Mathematics
Science

Ca§fil?.
72
49
33

9
7
6
2

~~--~--~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_1_·~~
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V.

What music experience have you had since leaving Central College?

TABLE XIII
EXPERIENCE SINCE COLL:FX:i-E
M!!sic

,___. .c. .a._s
. .....e§.__

E~ience

A.

Teaching your classroom music?

64

B.

Private or class voice lessons?

1

c.

Private or class piano lessons

3

D.

Correspondence work in music?

1

E.

Workshops conducted by your music specialist?

F.

In-service training meetings--conducted in your
school system by visiting college instructors?

G.

H.

Participation in high school or adult music
groups? (bands, choirs, orchestras, music clubs)

15
2

13

Check group or groups to which you belong:
1.

Community or high school choirs

2

2.

Community or high school bands

1

3.

Cormnunity or high school orchestras

0

4. Community music clubs
5.

Church music groups

6.

Others:

2

15

School district chorus

1

Dance band

1

Community campsong leadership

1

Community concerts

1
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VI.

What further music training do you feel would be advantageous
for you?

TABLE XIV
FURTHER TRAINING NEEDED

Further music

training__nee~ed ~~~~~~-·

A.

More knowledge of music methods?
B. More knowledge of suitable teaching materials?
c. More knowledge of music fundamentals?
D. Higher degree of skill in singing?
E. Higher degree of skill in playing piano?
F. More confidence in teaching music?
G. Others:
Learn to play piano
Observe presentations of music class in
actual classroom situation
Ability to read notes
Ability to sing
Rhythms
Training in elementary rather than
high school music
VII.

Cases

55
L~8

51
37

49
52
1
1
1
1
1
1

What room equipment would you find useful for more effective
music teaching?

TABLE XV
ROOM EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Equipment needed
Records
Phonograph
Piano
Rhythm Instruments
Books

Cases

49
45
34
30
22

Eguipment needed
Autoharp
Melody Instruments
Others:
1. Pictures of
Instruments and
Composers
2. Tape recorder
3. Room suitable for
music classes

Cases
1/i-

14

1
1
1
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SUPERVISOR QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Thirty-five questionnaires were sent to supervisors in the
State of Washington. Of these questionnaires twenty-one were returned
and tabulated. The compilations of these questionnaires are as follows:
I.

Do you feel it is necessary for the classroom teacher
to teach her own music?· Why?
Thirteen supervisors answered ttyes 11 to the above question
and stated that they believed that the primary grades
(1st through 3rd and possibly 4th) should be taught by the
classroom teacher. These supervisors felt that it was
easier and more educational for the classroom teacher to
conduct the music program. They answered that she could
do a much more efficient job of enriching and integrating
the program for the child than could the special music
teacher. Most of them felt that the financial situation
of most schools required that the teachers conduct their
own music program.
Eight supervisors felt that it was not necessary for the
teachers to conduct music in their classrooms since they
felt the majority of teachers lacked qualifications in
music. The majority stated that if possible teachers
should trade classes so that the more talented and welltrained teacher could handle the program if a specialist
were not available. Many of these supervisors felt that the
school board could finance special teachers if they wished
to do so.

II.

Do you feel that most classroom teachers can teach music
efficiently? Commento
Again thirteen supervisors believed that teachers from
grades Kindergarten through fourth could teach music
efficiently. Even though some teachers could not sing
they could present other phases of music efficiently.
Most supervisors believed that grades higher than fourth
need special teachers to help with part work. Interest,
confidence and willingness were listed high in qualifications for the efficiency of the music program taught by the
classroom teachers.

Library
Central \Vashin~ton Co1kge
of Education
~llensburg.,

W ashingtoll.
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Eight supervisors answered 11 no 11 to the above question
and felt that most classroom teachers could not teach
music efficiently because of lack of musical training,
musical background, interest, lack of singing ability,
rhythm, accuracy, confidence, lack of willingness, and
sufficient preparation.

III.

What do you believe are the ten most important musical assets or
qualifications which a classroom teacher must possess to teach
an effective music program? (The following listing shows the
results of this question)
TABLE XVI

MUSICAL ASSETS OR QUALIFICATIONS
FOR CLASSROOM TEACHER
(su~rvisors' listing)
Important assets or

gualificati.~o~n~s~~~~~~~~-~~~--~~=C=as_e_s___

Basic knowledge of music
Knowledge of child psychology
Ability to sing
Enjoyment of music (love and appreciation)
Knowledge of methods and materials
Ability in music (such as note reading, etc.)
Piano ability
Cooperation of administration and colleagues
Realization of the value of music
Enthusiasm and vitality
Interest in music
Pleasant personality
Sense of rhythm
Desire to teach
Organizing and Planning ability
Interest in public and community rel~tionships
Imagination-coordination
Creativity
Desire to improve
Ability to make the children enjoy singing
Desire to improve--further education
Confidence and ability in music
Musical insight and feeling
Help the tone deaf child
High leve.l of intelligence
Interest in developing the more talented
Knowledge in the bi.story of music
Presentation of word pronunciation
Open-mindedness

15
10
10
10

9
8
8
7
7

6
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The most valuable part of any study which has been thoroughly
conducted is that section which deals with the conclusions and
recommendations which might be drawn from the results of such a studyo
It is to be hoped that these conclusions and recommendations
will be helpful not only to the writer as was previously mentioned,
but also to those departments in Central Washington College which are
concerned with the music education of the classroom teacher.
also hoped that

supervisor~,

It is

principals and teachers will become

more sympathetic with the problem of the classroom teachero
Perhaps the teachers or principals have been aided by the
questionnaire which might possibly have given them increased interest
in working with the classroom music progra.mo

One of the most encour-

aging answers received from one of the teachers who taught her own
music was a statement thanking the questioner for showing her so
many possibilities for teaching musico
Interest was shown by the request of many for the questionnaire
results 0

Many copies of the results of this study will be sent to

schools and supervisors and may find permanent use in the school files.
This study was conducted with the idea that it would be
educational to follow a group of classroom teachers into the field to
determine whether college requirements are adequate for present musical
needso

All conclusions are calculated to the nearest percentage
whenever possible for easy reading.

The results of this study are

on the following pages.

BACKGROUND OF TRAINING BEFORE ENTERING
CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
This question proved of interest to the examiner since in many
cases it was found that grade school and high school musical experience
influenced the later interest and capabilities of the classroom teacher
in teaching her own music.

This training is also important since it

gives a stronger musical background to the person who is required to
take only a Music 2 course in college.
Approximately 49 per cent of the teachers checked had learned
to read music in grade school as shown by Table I, Chapter III.
Thirty-four per cent of the teachers had had grade school music
experience from a music specialist while 55 per cent of the teachers
had most of their experience from the classroom teacher.

Therefore,

the majority of teachers questioned for this study had been taught
by classroom teachers, like themselveso

Approximately 43 per cent of the teachers were able to sing
accurately and match pitches after high school.

This percentage

is significant since over half of those questioned answered that they
did not have this important skill which is required for singing.
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This skill is often gained for many people from adequate music
experience in the grade schoolo
Twenty-five per cent of the teachers played in high school
orchestra or band while 40 per cent took private lessons on the
piano.

Throughout this study the majority of persons mentioned their

wish to have more piano instruction.

Nearly 36 per cent had had

miscellaneous experience including private instrument lessons,
group participation in musical activities, and individual musical
achievements such as study and listening as shown by Table II.
MUSIC EXPERIENCE AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE

Music 2, the "music course required of all elementary education
students who receive a B. l!... in Education, 11 1 is now considered in
Central Washington College of Education essential preparation for
teachers who must conduct their own music classes in the public
schools.
It was found, however, that approximately 25 per cent of the
teachers had not ta.ken Music 2 but had substituted Music 3 (a junior
high and high school teachers' course involving appreciation and
listening only) in its place.

Approximately 3 per cent of the teachers

had had no music courses and one per cent had substituted Music 1 and
Band for Music 2 as shown by Table IV.

Thererore, approximately 30

1 Central Washingto~ College Catalogue, p. 50.
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per cent of the teachers examined were in a position which required
them to teach music and yet had not taken a course to help with
this teaching.
Table III shows the percentage of other music courses taken
in college by those teachers questioned.

Approximately 34 per cent

of the teachers took Music 3; in fact, nearly 25 per cent of these
persons took it as a substitute for Music 2.

MisceJJ.aneous courses

in music were taken by 28 per cent of the persons questioned.

In

this listing Music 103 and Music 152 were taken by the largest
percentage of persons.
It was discovered that out of the 68 per cent of the teachers
who took Music 2 approximately 66 per cent taught their own music and
34 per cent did not.

Out of Music 3 people 17 per cent taught music

while 83 per cent did not.
It is interesting to note that in modern educational practices
student teaching is valued as an aid to proficiency in handling a
subject or grade level, yet in the last four years only 21 per cent
of the persons examined had been required to do any student teaching
in music.
Perhaps one of the greatest assets to the educational life of
the elementary teacher would be the chance to experiment and learn the
teaching of music through student teaching experience.

Many persons

who have cooperated in this study have mentioned the fact that they
would appreciate personal observations of music classes as taught in
the classroom situation.

The college educational departments and the
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majority of in-service schools have the opportunity to offer students
this chance for musical experience and yet this area has been neglected.
According to Dr. J. Wesley Crum, Professor of Education at Central
Washington College, Central ranks high in the state of Washington and
in the United States in its fine program of student teaching.2
EXTENT OF HELP IN AREAS OF MUSIC PRESENTED IN COLLEGE MUSIC COURSES

AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Table V was designed to show what areas are believed to be
included in the Music 2 course and in any additional course especially
constructed for classroom teachers.

It attempts to ascertain the

amount of help teachers might gain through these courses.

The large

percentage of .NQ hel2s in the return questionnaires may indicate that
there is no use for that area of study in the classroom teacher's
musical activities, or that the particular area or areas were not
presented in college classes of music, or that the areas were presented
inadequately and could not be put to use efficiently in the classroom.
The teachers found the following areas of study gf much
in teaching:

he~

(Listed in order of greatest number of teachers helped)

Acquaintance with songs suitable for the elementary school
Practice in singing songs
Knowledge and experience in musical games and dances
Observation of music teaching in the elementary school

2 Quoted from personal conversation with Dr. J. Wesley Crum.

3Cf/o
29%
27%
24%

The teachers answered that the following list of areas
taught in college classes for the elementary teacher were Of

Knowledge of elementary school music materials
Knowledge of elementary music methods
Practice in learning songs from records "Record
Songs"
Knowledge of music theory
Developing ability to conduct listening experiences
and ear-training activities
Practice in learning songs from teacher's singing
"Rote Songs"
Knowledge and experience in free physical
response to music
Practice in singing songs
Developing ability to play the piano
Knowledge and experience in the use of rhythm
instruments

~

34%
33%
32%
32%
31%
30%
30%
29%
29%
27%

Areas of NQ help were listed by the teachers as the
following:
Knowledge and experience in making original
words and tunes
Ability to play the simple melody instruments
Developing ability to lead miscellaneous group
singing
Practice in sightreading songs, "Reading Songs"
Actual practice in presentation of lessons to
class members

48%
31%
28%
26%
25%

Other cases are significant and are shown on the tables but
since they comprise less than 33 1/3 per cent of the total responses
they are not mentioned at this time.
USE OF MUSIC IN THE CLASSROCM

Of the teachers questioned 54 per cent answered that they were
teaching music in their classroom wbile 46 per cent answered that they
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were not teaching.

However, after making a careful check on the 46

per cent who answered

11

No 11 to this question it was discovered that

these teachers were using music in their classroom to some degree.
Seven per cent of the teachers taught music in rooms other than
their own.
Of all those questioned 56 per cent had help in planning their
music program while nearly 34 per cent did not.

When asked who aided

them in teaching approximately 53 per cent answered Special
Teachers, 26 per cent answered District

~

~

Supervisor, 15 per cent

listed other teachers in the system and other percentages were
insignificant.

Many teachers had more than one source of helpo

Of those teachers who answered

~

to teaching their own class-

room music it was found that approximately 46 per cent had the aid of
a District Music Supervisor, 41 per cent had the aid of a Special
Music Teacher, 23 per cent had no help and 21 per cent had other help
as shown by Table VI.
Of those teachers who answered No to teaching music in their
own classroom it was found that approximately 69 per cent were aided
by the Special Supervisor, 17 per cent had no help,

13 per cent had

other teachers' aid, 6 per cent had a District Music Supervisor,
and 6 per cent had other help as shown by Table VII.
In both Tables VI and' VII it must be remembered that often
the teacher had more than one source of help; therefore, all sources
are included in this percentage.
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For convenience in sumr:i.arizing music teaching activities in this
section each activity will be discussed separately under the following
headings.
SINGING ACTIVITIBS--TABLE VIII

Out of the one hundred five teachers questioned approximately
61 per cent replied that they taught
taught

11

11

Record Songs," 54 per cent

Rote Songs,tt and 22 per cent conducted tone-matching exercises

for non-singers.

In conducting activities in sight-reading of songs

approximately 14 per cent used musical symbols (Do, Re, Mi), 9 per cent
used numbers (1, 2, 3) and 7 per cent used letter names of notes.
Less than 33 1/3 per cent of the teachers were conducting sight-reading
exercises in their classrooms yet this was considered one of the
greatest personal assets in singing or playing music.

11

Rote 11 and

"Record Songs 11 were used predominantly for teaching singing.
It was found that 38 per cent of the teachers correlated singing
with simple melody instruments.

The piano was listed by 13 per cent as

having the best correlation possibilities, approximately 9 per cent
used rhythm instruments, 5 per cent used tune-bells and 2 per cent
listed the autoharpo

Other instruments were listed by 9 per cent of

the teachers but the percentage on each is too small to be significant.
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RHYTHM ACTIVITIES-TABLE IX

Most teachers will attempt rhythmic activities and listening
activities before they will singing because so much of the work can
be done by record (even though singing by record is done very exten-

sively as shown by this study).

Many teachers feel that they are more

competent in rhythms than in other phases of music.

This fact is shown

by the percentage of people who stated that they did not teach their
own music but later answered that they correlated music with other
subjects and presented rhythm and listening activities.
In response to the questionnaire approximately 51 per cent of
the teachers stated that they used basic rhythm patterns such as
walking, running, skipping, etc., while 38 per cent worked with physical
response, 28 per cent used the playing of rhythm instruments, 23 per cent
correlated rhythm instruments with the singing program, 21 per cent used
dramatization of music and 15 per cent worked with the rhythm band.

LISTENING AND .APPRECIATION ACTIVITIES--TABLE X
Table .X shows the teacher's use of Listening and Appreciation
Activities.

The majority (63 per cent) used this activity through

singing, 55 per cent through relaxation to records, 50 per cent through
records as a means of learning, 4D per cent through rhythms, 31 per cent
through free creative response, J3 per cent through visiting artists,
11 per cent through visual aids, and 8 per cent through playing melody
instruments.

Another mentioned activity was the listening to the
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Standard Hour Broadcasts each week.

STUDY OF RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC
Another activity which was used in the classroom and merits
mentioning at this time is the Study of Rudiments of music.

Sixty-

three per cent stated they were using this activity as shown by
Table XI. The majority, approximately 34 per cent, presented the
study of rudiments through singing and rhythms, while 11 per cent
taught rudiments through the playing of instruments.

The other

percentages were too small to be significant and included the use
of the autoharp, making of instruments, original compositions, and
fundamental piano technicso
CORRELATION~TABLE

XII

When asked if they correlated music with other subjects
approximately 70 per cent stated that they did, (even those who
answered No to the question on teaching their own music).

Later

it was found that others were correlating but did not mention
this fact because they did not handle their entire music program.
Social Studies offered the best correlation according to the
teachers, with a 69 per cent rating, second was P. E. with approximately 47 per cent, while Art rated a 31 per cent.

Other correla-

tions included Health, English, Mathematics, Reading and Science.
Table XJishows the correlation percentage of each subject.
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MUSICAL EXPERIENCE AFTF...R LEAVING CENI'RAL COLLEGE
Table XIllshows that approximately 61 per cent of the teachers
have taught their own music.

This percentage does not correspond to

the previously mentioned 54 per cent of the teachers who said they
were teaching music at the present since several did not continue to
teach this yea:r as they had done in the past.

Change of school systems

and the addition of special music teachers to schools account for some
differences in percentages also.

When asked about workshops in music

approximately fourteen per cent of the teachers had attended workshops
conducted by their music specialists and 12 per cent were participating
in high school or adult music groups.
insignificant to include.

Other percentages were too

Of the participation in high school or

adult music groups there was only one significant percentage to mention.
14 per cent of the persons who belonged to such groups were members of
the church music groups.
FURTHER MUSIC TRAINING NEEDED-TABIE XIV

When asked this question on what further music training they
felt would be advantageous 50 per cent of the teachers stated that they
were in need of more understanding of music methods, approximately 50
per cent needed more confidence in teaching music, 49 per cent needed
more knowledge of music fundamentals, 46 per cent needed a higher degree
of skill in playing the piano, 46 per cent needed more knowledge of
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suitable teaching materials, and 34 per cent needed a higher degree
of skill in singing.

Advanced college work on in-service training

will probably prove the best aids for these teachers.

However, the

largest percentage could have been helped during their school years.
Working with a sympathetic music teacher or supervisor would also be
of much help to these teachers.

ROOM EQUIPMENT-TABLE XV
When asked what room equipment they would find useful for
more effective music teaching 47 per cent wanted records, 43 per cent
wanted phonographs, 32 per cent needed pianos and 28 per cent rhythm
instruments.

An insignificant percentage included autoharps, melody

instruments, books, and pictures of instruments and composers as
shown on Table X:V.
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SUPERVISOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE
Conclusions
The majority of music supervisors in the public schools
examined in the study said that the classroom teacher should teach
music in her classroom from the grade level of kindergarten through
fourth grade.

These supervisors felt that the classroom teacher was

better qualified to correlate and enrich the curriculum for her
children than the special music teacher.
Although it was realized by this group that often the teacher
was unprepared to teach all phases of music in the classroom it was
believed by the majority that the teacher should teach those areas in
which she was the most proficient.

It was felt that the classroom

teacher should give as much musical training as possible to her
children because of the value of music training in the self-contained
classroom towards the musical growth of children.
Interest, confidence and willingness were listed by these
authorities as important qualifications for the classroom teacher
who is to conduct her own.music prograrno
The majority of supervisors felt that it was necessary for
part-singing to be conducted in the upper intermediate grades by a
teacher who thoroughly understood such work.

However, this need not

exclude the classroom teacher from continuing to conduct additional
music study in other phases of activity.
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Table XVIlists the assets or musical qualifications which the
supervisors felt the classroom teacher should possess in order to be
an efficient music teacher.

The ten highest qualifications as listed

by the majority of supervisors were as follows: basic knowledge of
music, knowledge of child psychology, ability to sing, enjoyment of
music, knowledge of methods and materials, ability in music, piano
ability, cooperation of administration and colleagues, realization of
value of music and enthusiasm and vitality.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1.

Music is considered an important subject for every child; therefore,
it must be included in the elementary school curriculum.

2.

Since a limited number of music specialist are available for a
school district and since district funds are often limited, it
is felt by most educational authorities that music in the schools
should be taught by the classroom teacher under the guidance of
an efficient and understanding music supervisor.

3.

The classroom teacher should have a good musical background and
confidence to conduct many phases of music learning for childreno
However, this study shows that there is still a great need for
improvement in all phases of music teaching by the classroom
teacher.

4. Since only one music course is required in college and since a
minority of students take other music courses in their college
curriculum as shown in this study, this one music course must
include as many areas of music learning as possible with special
emphasis on methods of teaching. Husic 2 does not completely
fulfill this requirement.
5.

There is a lack of unification of all Music 2 courses; standard
goals and aims in this course are not accepted by Central
Washington College teachers in the field of music.

6.

Students have been allowed to substitute other subjects for
Music 2; often these subjects are of no teaching value.

7.

Some areas of study presented in the college course (Music 2)
are of little value while others are of great importance in the
teaching field.

S.

The majority of teachers believe they need further knowledge of
music methods, music fundamentals, piano skill, and suitable
teaching materials.

9. Most Music 2 students have had little or no chance to observe
actual classroom music prograrn.s.
teachers in the questionnaire.
10.

This point was emphasized by

The majority of teachers did not have any student teaching
experience in the field of music in the elementary classroom.
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11.

Varying amounts of musical help was available to most of the
classroom teachers in the field although this help was insufficient.

12.

There is a definite need for more in-service training programs in
music.

13. Almost every teacher in the field is using music to some extent
in her classroom.

14. Every teacher is capable of presenting one or more phases of music
to her children.

15. The music program in the classroom is taught with varying degrees .
of efficiency depending upon the individual teacher.

16. Music experience after leaving college adds to the teacher's own
pleasure and advancement.

17.

Cooperation, understanding, and encouragement frcm school authorities influence the teacher's willingness and efficiency in teaching
her own classroom music. Often these factors are as important as
the musical background of the teacher in determining whether or
not she will teach music.

18. Special music teachers have tendency to discourage classroom
teachers from teaching music since they believe they are inefficient
and unprepared for such work.
19.

The conununity must be made more conscious of the necessary place
of music in the school curriculum.
RECCMMENDATIONS

1.

Students should be advised more carefully in the selection of
a required music course. Stress must be placed on the importance
of Music 2 in the program of the grade school teacher.

2.

A greater attempt should be made to standardize the music course
which is required of classroom music teachers. Goals and aims
should be unified in the course.

3.

A greater effort should be made to include music training or music
teaching in student teaching activities.
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4. More observation of actual music classes in action should be
made possible.

5. Areas which have been found of value in the field should be
emphasized in the required music course. Since most teachers
feel the need of more music methods, more knowledge of fundamentals and more piano skill these areas should be stressed in
college.

6.

Emphasis should be placed on each studentts individual musical
growth in college music classes. That is, each student should be
given every chance to develop all skills possible for use in
the classroom situation.

7.

General education students should be encouraged to enter into
activities of college such as band, orchestra, and choir
activities. This is being accomplished to some extent in Central
Washington College.

8.

Greater emphasis should be placed on the importance of music in
the educational scheme today. Correlation possibilities should
be stressed and emphasis placed on the similarities of teaching
methods used in all subjects.

9.

The College should encourage the establishment of more in-service
music program under its guidance.

10.

Increased opportunities should be opened for advanced training
in college or in-service work.

11.

Teachers should be exposed to the great possibilities of instrument study in schools as an aid in singing and sightreading
activities, such as the use of flute-phones, autoharp, and tunebells.

12.

Importance of visiting musical talent and visual aids as a
possibility for increasing studentrs appreciation and love of
music should be emphasized.

13.

There is a great need for principal, supervisor, and teacher to
cooperate. We may educate for this in our class in college.

ll+o

Music specialists should be trained to see the importance of
the classroom teacher in the music program.

15.

Sufficient equipment should be available through supervisor,
principal and teacher planning.
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SUPPLEMENTARY RECQviMENDATIONS

1.

Standard books of music methods and procedures such as the
standard guide books on other elementary· courses should be available in the field of music for all classroom teachers as guides
and general reference books.

2.

A complete file on music majors and minors activities should be
kept at the college, preferably in the department of music.
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

1.

The study covered only Central Washington College of Education
graduates from years 1949 through 1953.

2.

Inability to measure each teacher rs degree ci>f efficiency. More
extensive visitations should have been made to prove the
correlation between the questionnaire answers and the actual
music presentation.

3. The examiner was a music major and was partial to emphasis on
music study in the elementary school.
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LETTERS AND QUESTIONNAIRES
USED IN STUDY
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(Letter to Principal)
January 25, 1954

Dear Sir:
Today we face the problem of many elementary teachers being
unable to handle their own classroom music program efficiently.
I am conducting a study of music education in the elementary school
as taught by the graduates of Central Washington College, years
1949-1953.

It is hoped that this study will point out those areas

where improvement can be made in the guidance of the classroom
teacher of music.
The basis of this study will be teacher-questionnaires
which will require approximately ten minutes to answer.

No teacher

is under obligation to answer the form and all materials will be
regarded as confidential.

With your permission I would like to

include teachers from your school in this project.
Your help will be greatly appreciated and if you are
interested in the results of this study a copy will be sent to
your school upon request.

You will find a self-addressed postal

card enclosed for your convenience in answering.

May we include

your school in this project?
Yours truly,

--1a.y;

Kay Kimmel
Box 891 c. W. c. E.
Ellensburg, Wash.
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(Principal•s Reply Postal Card)

You have my permission to include our classroom
teachers, who have graduated from Central
Washington College, in your research on Elementary
Music.
Signed: ______
School:

(Principal's Reply Postal Card--Reverse Side)

Miss Kay Kimmel
Box 89, Central Washington College
Ellensburg, Washington
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(Letter to Classroom Teacher)

Central Washington College of Education
February 15, 1954

Dear Classroom Teacher,
Today there is a great need for classroom teachers to teach
their own music program in the elementary school.

I am conducting

a study which I hope will give assistance to the classroom teacher
of music.
Will you please take ten minutes of your busy day to complete
the enclosed questionnaire?

It is the basis of this study and your

cooperation in checking it will be greatly appreciated.

You need

not sign your name but all materials received will 1:e regarded as
strictly confidential.
We will be happy to send your school the results of this
study if you so desire.

You will find a self-addressed envelope

enclosed for your convenience in replying ..
Yours truly,

3f1- ~
Kay &mmel
Box 891, C. W. C. E.
Ellensburg, Wash.
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(Classroom Teacher Questionnaire)
A STUDY OF :MUSIC IN 'I'HE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AS TAUGHT BY GRADUATES
OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE, WHO ARE NON-MUS IC J:!lAJORS AND :MINORS ,

YEARS 1949-1953
I.

WHAT BACKGROUND 01'' :MUSIC TRAINING DID YOU HA VE BEFORE ENTERING
CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE? (Check the following answers)

A.

Learned to read music in the grade school?
Yes_

B.

Had most of my grade music experience from the music specialist?
Yes_

c.

No_

Took private lessons on the piano?
Yes __

H.

No__

Played in the high school orchestra or tand?
Yes __

G.

No__

Had the ability to sing accurately and match pitches after
high school?
Yes __

F.

No__

Sang in the high school chorus or other vocal groups while in
high school?
Yes_

E.

No__

Had most of my grade music experience from a classroom teacher?
Yes __

D.

No__

No_

Had music experience other than mentioned above?
(Please be specific)
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II.

MUSIC EXPERIENCE AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLFDE

A.

Did you take Music 2, FUNDAMENTAI.S OF MUSIC, which is required
of all elementary teachers now graduating from Central College?
Yes _ _

B.

No_

If you took Music 2, FUNDAMENTALS OF lviUSIC, what was your
instructor's name?
~~~~~~~-~~~·

c.

What other music courses did you take at Central?
1.

Music Education for the Elementary School_
(Music 103)

2. Music in the Classroom

D.

151)

Song Literature for the Elementary Grades _ _
(Music 152)

4.

Others:

Did your student teaching experience include any necessity
for you to teach music?
No_

Are you a music major or minor?
Neither_ _

III.

(~usic

3.

Yes_
E.

(Check)

(Check)

Major_

Minor__ _

INDICATE ·ro WHAT EXTENI' THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF STUDY PRESENTED IN
MUSIC CLASSES HAVE HELPED YOU IN PLANNING OR PRESI<~NTING MUSIC
ACTIVITIES. (Place a check in front of your answers)
A.

Knowledge of music theory (scales, intervals, keys, harmony,
rhythms).
~of

B.

much help

_ o f some help

_ _ of no help

Knowledge of Elementary Husic Methods.
_ _ of much help

_ _ of some help

_ o f no help
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c.

Knowledge of elementary school music materials.
__ of much help

D.

help

of much help

-

of some help

--of no help

__ of some help

--of

no help

_ o f some help

_ o f no help

__ of some help

__ of no help

____ of some help

__ of no help

Knowledge and experience in free physical response to music.
____ of much help

M.

_ o f no help

Developing ability to conduct listening experiences and
ear-training activities.
_ o f much help

L.

help

Knowledge and experience in making original words and tunes.
_ o f much help

K.

--of some

Developing ability to lead miscellaneous group singing
(Co:mmunity Song)
_ o f much help

J.

_ o f no help

Practice in sightreading a song. (READING SONG)

--of much help
I.

__ of some help

Practice in learning songs from teacher's singing (ROTE SONG)

H.

__of no help

Practice in learning songs from records (RECORD SONGS)

--of much
G.

__ of some help

Practicre in singing songs.
_ o f much help

F.

_ o f no help

Acquaintance with songs suitable for the elementary school.
__of much help

E.

__ of some help

__ of some help

__ of no help

Knowledge and experience in musical games and dances.
____of much help

__ of some help

__ of no help
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No

Developing ability to play the piano.
__ of much help

O.

IV.

__ of some help

_ o f no help

_ o f some help

__ of no help

_ o f some help

_ o f no help

Observation of music teaching in the Elementary School.
__ of much help

T.

_ o f no help

Actual practice in presentation of lessons to class members.
_ o f much help

s.

__of some help

Knowledge and experience in making rhythm instruments.
__ of much help

R.

__ of no help

Knowledge and experience in the use of rhytbm instruments.
_ o f much help

Q.

some help

Ability to play the simple melody instruments (song flutetonettes)
_ o f much help

P.

~of

___ of some help

___of no help

Other technique which have been of help to you (specify)

USE OF MUSIC IN THE CLASSROCM:

A.

Do you teach your own music in your classroom?
Yes __

B.

Do you teach music classes other than your own homeroom?
Yes ___

C.

No_ _

No_

Does anyone help you plan your music program or give you
aid in teaching music?
Yes_

No_·····
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D.

If you have aid in teaching check the following source or
sources of help listed below:
1.

District music supervisor___

2.

Special music teacher for your

school_~

3. Other teachers in your system_

4. Others:
E.

(list) ___

What musical activities do you teach in your class room?
(check the following)

1.

Singing activities
ao

Songs from records (RECORD SONGS) _ _

b.

Songs from your own singing (ROTE)

c.

Teach tone-matching exercises for
uncertain singers

d.

Sight-singing songs (NOTE OR READING):

e.

1.

Through musical symbols
(DO, RE, MI) _

2.

Through numbers, (1, 2, 3) __ _

3.

Through letter names of notes

(C,

D, E)

Correlation of simple melody instruments with
the singing program (song flutes, etc,) ___
1.

What instruments do you use (list)

f.

Correlation of rhythms and games with
singing program

g.

Ma.king of original words and tunes
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2.

Rhythm Activities
a.

Free physical response to music through
individual interpretation ~~-

b.

Dramatization of music _ _

c.

Use of basic rhythm patterns such as
walking, running, skipping, etc. -~

d.

Correlation of rhythm instruments
with singing program~-

e.

Playing of rhythm instruments _ _

f.

Working with the rhythm band _ _

3. Listening and Appreciation Activities

4.

a.

Through records as a means of learning
words and music to a new song (Rote)

b.

Through free creative response

c.

Through relaxation to

d.

Through the use of visiting artists and/or
local talent as means of appreciation ~---

e.

Through the use of visual aids materials
(slides and films) _ _

f.

Through singing_ _

g.

Through playing melody instruments

h.

Through rhythms _ _

music~~-

Others
a.

Study the rudiments of music (music structure and
basic fundamentals)
l.

Through singing and rhythms

2.

Through original compositions _ _

3.

Through the playing of instruments

~
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F.

b.

Through the playing of the autoharp_ _

c.

Through the making of original rhythm instrmnents _ _

d.

Teach the fundamental techniques of piano playing or
give a general knowledge of the keyboard structure_ _

Do you correlate music with other subjects taught in the
classroom?
Yes _ _

G.

No_ _

What subjects have you found offer the best correlation with
music?
(check only three)
English:.,_,__

health_

social studies ___ spelling_ _

mathematics _ _
art___

P. E. ___

Others . (list)

V.

WHAT MUSIC EXPERIENCE HAVE YOU HAD SINCE LEAVING CENTRAL COLLEGE?

A.

Teaching your classroom music?

Yes_ _

No_ _

B.

Private or class voice lessons?

Yes_~

No_ _

c.

Private or class piano lessons?

Yes _ _

No___

D.

Correspondence work in music?

Yes_____

No_ _

E.

Workshops conducted by your
music specialist?

Yes ___

No_

In-service training meetings
conducted in your school
system by visiting college
instructors?

Yes ___

No_ _

Participation in high school or
adult music groups? (bands,
choirs, orchestras, clubs)

Yes _ _

No_

F.

G.

H. ·check the groups or groups to which you belong:
1.

Community or high school choirs_ _

2.

Community or high school bands ___

3.

Community or high school orchestras____
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VI.

4.

Connnunity music clubs___

5o

Church music

6.

Others:

groups~

Wl-IAT FURTHER MUSIC TRAINING DO YOU FEEL WOULD BE ADVANI'AGEOUS
FOR YOU?

A.

More knowledge of music methods __ _

B. More knowledge of suitable teaching

c.

More knowledge of music fundamentals_

D.

Higher degree of skill in

E.

Higher degree of skill in playing piano_

singing__~

F. More confidence in teaching
G.

Others:

(list)

----VII.

materials~

music~--

-----~-~~~

··------

WHA'r ROCM EQUIPMENT WOUID YOU FIND USEFUL FOR MORE EFFECTIVE
MUSIC

'I'EACHING?

piano_ _

rhythm instruments_____

books_ _

auto harp_

melody instruments___ __

phonograph_
records _ _

Others:

-~-----------~--
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(Letter to Music Specialist)

Central Washington College of Education
Ellensburg, Washington
January 27, 1954

Dear Music Specialist:
Today many educators feel that there is a great need for
classroom teachers to teach their own music program in the elementary
school.

I am conducting a study which I hope will point out areas

where improvement can be made in the guidance of these teachers.
This study will be confined to graduates of Central Washington College
of the last four years.
In order to make this study complete it is important to obtain
the views of the music supervisors concerning the classroom music
prograrno

In order to accomplish this purpose will you please take

a few minutes of your time to answer the enclosed question sheet?
Your help in making this study a success is indispensable
and as such will be highly appreciated.

If you are interested in the

results of this study a copy will be sent to your office.
Yours truly,

~ayKay Kimmel
Box 891, c. W. c. E.
Ellensburg, Wash.
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(Music Specialist Questionnaire)

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE CLASSROCM
MUSIC PROGRAM
1.

DO YOU FEEL IT IS NECESSARY FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER TO TEACH
HER OWN MUSIC? WHY?

2.

DO YOU FEEL THA'l' MOST CLASSROOM TEACHERS CAN TEACH MUSIC EFFEC'l'IVELY?
COMMENT.

3.

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE ARE THE TEN MOST IMPORTANT MUSICAL ASSETS OR
QUALIFICATIONS WHICH A GLASSROCM TEACHER MUST PCSSF.SS TO TEACH AN
EFFECTIVE MUSIC PROGRAM? (Use reverse side of paper if more space

is desired.)

Please number items.
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